ACCADEMY OF ORTHOPAEDIC PHYSICAL THERAPY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS HISTORY

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Treasurer
Secretary
Secretary

1975 June meeting in Anaheim, CA
Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD
Stan Schlachter, PT (resigned first year)
Florene Johns, PT
Peter Edgelow, PT (resigned first year)
Dorothy Santi, PT

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor

1976 February meeting in Washington DC
Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD
Florene Johns, PT
Dorothy Santi, PT
James Gould, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor

1977 February meeting in Phoenix, AZ
Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD
Florene Johns, PT
Dorothy Santi, PT
James Gould, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Nominating
Programming

1977 June meeting in St. Louis, MO
Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD
Florene Johns, PT
Dorothy Santi, PT
James Gould, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Carol Binswanger, PT
Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD
1978 February meeting in Orlando, FL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chair</td>
<td>Duane Williams, PT, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Babette Seligman-Sanders, PT, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Dorothy Santi, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulletin Editor</td>
<td>James Gould, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSPT Editor</td>
<td>James Gould, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominating</td>
<td>James Finch, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Duane Williams, PT, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accreditation</td>
<td>Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1978 AC in Las Vegas, NV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chair</td>
<td>Duane Williams, PT, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Babette Sanders, PT, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulletin Editor</td>
<td>James Gould, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSPT Editor</td>
<td>James Gould, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominating</td>
<td>James Gould, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Duane Williams, PT, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bylaws</td>
<td>Susan Madasci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1979 CSM in San Francisco, CA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chair</td>
<td>Dan Jones, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Babette Sanders, PT, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Dennis Hart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulletin Editor</td>
<td>James Gould, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSPT Editor</td>
<td>James Gould, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominating</td>
<td>James Lynn, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Dan Jones, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bylaws</td>
<td>Susan Madasci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Group</td>
<td>Charles Burgess</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1979 AC in Atlanta, GA
Chair
Sandy Burkart, PT, PhD
Vice Chair
Dan Jones, PT
Treasurer
Babette Sanders, PT, MA
Secretary
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Research
Dennis Hart
Bulletin Editor
James Gould, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor
James Gould, PT, MS
Nominating
Robert Daugherty PT
Programming
Dan Jones, PT
Bylaws
Susan Madasci
Education
Carloyn Wadsworth, PT
Study Group
Charles Burgess

1980 CSM in New Orleans, LA
Chair
Dan Jones, PT
Vice Chair
Duane Saunders, PT
Treasurer
Babette Sanders, PT, MA
Secretary
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Research
Dennis Hart
Bulletin Editor
James Gould, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor
James Gould, PT, MS
Nominating
John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Programming
Duane Saunders, PT
Bylaws
Susan Madasci
Education
Carloyn Wadsworth, PT
Study Group
Charles Burgess, PT
Legislative
James Finch, PT
Public Relations
Greg Silva, PT
1980 AC in Phoenix, AZ

Chair
Dan Jones, PT
Duane Saunders, PT

Vice Chair
Babette Sanders, PT, MA

Treasurer
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Pat Muchmore, PT

Secretary
Dave Fuchigami, PT

Research
James Gould, PT, MS

Bulletin Editor
James Gould, PT, MS

JOSPT Editor
John Wadsworth, PT, MA

Nominating
Duane Saunders, PT

Programming
Susan Madasci

Bylaws
Carloyn Wadsworth, PT

Education
Charles Burgess, PT

Study Group
James Finch, PT

Legislative
Greg Silva, PT

Public Relations
Robert Burles, PT

Finance

1981 CSM in Reno, NV

Chair
Dan Jones, PT
Duane Saunders, PT

Chair Elect
Eileen Vollowitze, PT

Vice Chair
Babette Sanders, PT, MA

Treasurer
James Robinson, PT, MA
Pat Muchmore, PT

Secretary
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS

Membership
Eileen Vollowitze, PT

Education
James Gould, PT, MS

Programming
James Gould, PT, MS

Bulletin Editor
Dave Fuchigami, PT

JOSPT Editor
James Gould

Research
Robert Burles, PT

Specialization
James Finch, PT

Finance
Greg Silva, PT

Legislative
John Wadsworth, PT, MA

Public Relations
Susan Madasci

Nominating

Bylaws
1981 AC in Washington, DC

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative
Public Relations
Nominating
Bylaws

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative
Public Relations
Nominating
Bylaws

1982 CSM

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Gov’t Affairs
Public Relations
Nominating
Bylaws
Study Group

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative
Public Relations
Nominating
Bylaws

Duane Saunders, PT
Eileen Vollowitz, PT
James Finch, PT
James Robinson, PT, MA
Pat Muchmore, PT
Larry Dover, PT
Eileen Vollowitz, PT
James Gould, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Dave Fuchigami, PT
James Gould
Robert Burles, PT
James Finch, PT
Greg Silva, PT
John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Susan Madasci

Dan Jones, PT
Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Babette Sanders, PT, MA
James Robinson, PT, MA
Pat Muchmore, PT
James Robinson, PT, MA
Eileen Vollowitz, PT
James Gould, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Dave Fuchigami, PT
James Gould
Robert Burles, PT
James Finch, PT
Greg Silva, PT
John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Susan Madasci

Bruce Klutz
Dorothy Santi
Chair Duane Saunders, PT
Vice Chair Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Treasurer James Finch, PT
Secretary James Robinson, PT, MA
Membership James Gould, PT, MS
Education Larry Dover, PT
Programming Jan Richardson, PT
Bulletin Editor James Gould, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor James Gould, PT, MS
Research Dave Fuchigami, PT
Specialization Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Specialization Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Gov’t Affairs James Finch, PT
Public Relations Dan Jones, PT
Nominating William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Study Group Bruce Klutz, PT
Bylaws Dorothy Santi, PT
Continuing Educ. B. Donatelli, PT

1982 AC

Chair Duane Saunders, PT
Vice Chair Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Treasurer James Finch, PT
Secretary James Robinson, PT, MA
Membership James Gould, PT, MS
Education Larry Dover, PT
Programming Jan Richardson, PT
Bulletin Editor James Gould, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor James Gould, PT, MS
Research Dave Fuchigami, PT
Specialization Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Specialization Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Gov’t Affairs James Finch, PT
Public Relations Dan Jones, PT
Nominating William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Study Group Bruce Klutz, PT
Bylaws Dorothy Santi, PT
Continuing Educ. B. Donatelli, PT

1983 CSM at Nashville, TN

Chair Duane Saunders, PT
Vice Chair Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Treasurer James Finch, PT
Secretary Robert Deusinger, PT, PhD
Membership James Gould, PT, MS
Education Larry Dover, PT
Programming Jan Richardson, PT
Bulletin Editor James Gould, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor James Gould, PT, MS
Research Dave Fuchigami, PT
Specialization Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Specialization Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Gov’t Affairs Chuck Byers, PT
Public Relations Dan Jones, PT
Nominating William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Study Group Bruce Klutz, PT
Bylaws Dorothy Santi, PT
Continuing Educ. B. Donatelli, PT
1983 AC in Kansas City, MO

Chair Duane Saunders, PT, PhD
Chair Elect Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Vice Chair James Robinson, PT, MA
Treasurer James Finch, PT
Secretary William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Membership James Gould, PT, MS
Education Larry Dover, PT
Programming Jan Richardson, PT
Bulletin Editor James Gould, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor James Gould, PT, MS
Research Dave Fuchigami, PT
Specialization Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Specialization Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Legislative Chuck Byers, PT
Public Relations Dan Jones, PT
Nominating William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Study Group Bruce Klutz, PT
Bylaws Dorothy Santi, PT
Bylaws B. Donatelli, PT
Continuing Educ.

1983 Fall meeting at St. Louis, MO

Chair Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Vice Chair James Robinson, PT, MA
Treasurer James Finch, PT
Secretary Robert Deusinger, PT, PhD
Membership James Gould, PT, MS
Education Larry Dover, PT
Programming Jan Richardson, PT
Bulletin Editor James Gould, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor James Gould, PT, MS
Research Dave Fuchigami, PT
Specialization Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Specialization Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Legislative Chuck Byers, PT
Public Relations Dan Jones, PT
Nominating Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Study Group Bruce Klutz, PT
Bylaws Dave Johnson, PT
Bylaws B. Donatelli, PT
Continuing Educ.
1984 CSM in Houston, TX

Chair Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Vice Chair James Robinson, PT, MA
Treasurer James Finch, PT
Secretary Robert Deusinger, PT, PhD
Membership James Gould, PT, MS
Education Larry Dover, PT
Programming Jan Richardson, PT
Bulletin Editor Christine Saudek, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor James Gould, PT, MS
Research Dave Fuchigami, PT
Specialization Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Legislative Chuck Byers, PT
Public Relations Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Nominating Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Study Group Bruce Klutz, PT
Bylaws Dave Johnson, PT

1984 AC in Las Vegas, NV

Chair Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Vice Chair James Robinson, PT, MA
Treasurer James Finch, PT
Secretary Robert Deusinger, PT, PhD
Membership James Gould, PT, MS
Education Larry Dover, PT
Programming Jan Richardson, PT
Bulletin Editor Christine Saudek, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor James Gould, PT, MS
Research Dave Fuchigami, PT
Specialization Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Legislative Chuck Byers, PT
Public Relations Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Nominating Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Study Group Bruce Klutz, PT
Bylaws Dave Johnson, PT
1984 Fall in La Crosse, WI

Chair
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Robert Deusinger, PT, PhD
Jerry Fogel, PT, MS
James Finch, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
James Gould, PT, MS
Varick Olson, PT, PhD
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Dave Fuchigami, PT
Eileen Vollowitz, PT
Robert Burles, PT
Chuck Byers, PT
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Joseph Vierzbicki, PT
Mark Stoff, PT, M. Ed
Dave Johnson, PT

Chair Elect
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative
Public Relations
Nominating
Study Group
Bylaws

1985 CSM in Orlando, FL

Chair
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Robert Deusinger, PT, PhD
Jerry Fogel, PT, MS
James Finch, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Vacant
Varick Olson, PT, PhD
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Dave Fuchigami, PT
Dave Johnson PT
Robert Burles, PT
Chuck Byers, PT
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Joseph Vierzbicki, PT
Mark Stoff, PT, M. Ed
Dave Johnson, PT
1985 AC in New Orleans, LA

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
Education
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative Awareness
Public Relations
Nominating
Study Group

Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Jerry Fogel, PT, MS
James Finch, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Vacant
Varick Olson, PT
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Vacant
Dave Johnson, PT
Robert Burles, PT
Chuck Byers, PT
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Mark Stoff, PT, M. Ed

1985 Fall in Winter Park, FL

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
Education
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative Awareness
Public Relations
Nominating
Study Group
Executive Secretary

Robert Deusinger, PT
Jerry Fogel, PT, MS
Robert Burles, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Vacant
Varick Olson, PT
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Vacant
Betty Sindelar, PT, MS
Robert Burles, PT
Chuck Byers, PT
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Mark Stoff, PT, M. Ed
Pat Kirkbride
1986 CSM in Anaheim, CA

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative Awareness
Public Relations
Nominating
Study Group
Executive Secretary

Robert Deusinger, PT
Jerry Fogel, PT, MS
Robert Burles, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Cynthia Driskell, PT
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD
Betty Sindelar, PT
John Wadsworth
Chuck Byers, PT
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Mark Stoff, PT, M. Ed
Pat Kirkbride

1986 AC in Chicago, IL

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative Awareness
Public Relations
Nominating
Study Group
Executive Secretary

Robert Deusinger, PT
Jerry Fogel, PT, MS
Robert Burles, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Cynthia Driskell, PT
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD
Betty Sindelar, PT
John Wadsworth
Chuck Byers, PT
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Richard Ritter, PT, MA
Mark Stoff, PT, M. Ed
Pat Kirkbride
1986 Fall meeting in La Crosse, WI

Chair
Chair Elect
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Member at large
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Legislative Awareness
Public Relations
Nominating
Study Group
Administrative Assistant

1987 CSM in Atlanta, GA

President
President Elect
Vice President
Treasurer
Member at large
Education
Programming
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Practice Affairs
Public Relations
Nominating
Administrative Assistant
1987 AC in San Antonio, TX

Robert Deusinger, PT, PhD
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD
Robert Burles, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Cynthia Driskell, PT
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD
Betty Sindelar, PT, MS
John Wadsworth
Nancy White, PT, MS
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Larry Dover, PT

1987 Fall meeting in La Crosse, WI

Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD
Robert Burles, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Cynthia Driskell, PT
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD
Betty Sindelar, PT, MS
John Wadsworth
Nancy White, PT, MS
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Larry Dover, PT

President
President Elect
Vice President
Treasurer
Member at Large
Education
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Practice Affairs
Public Relations
Nominating
1988 CSM in Washington, DC

President
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD

Vice President
Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD

Treasurer
Robert Burles, PT

Member at Large
William Fromherz, PT, PhD

Education
Cynthia Driskell, PT

Programming
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD

Bulletin Editor
Christine Saudek, PT, MS

JOSPT Editor
James Gould, PT, MS

Research
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD

Specialization
Betty Sindelar, PT, MS

Finance
John Wadsworth

Practice
Nancy White, PT, MS

Public Relations
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS

Nominating
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS

Bylaw
William Fromherz, PT, PhD

1988 AC in Las Vegas, NV

President
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD

Vice President
Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD

Treasurer
Robert Burles, PT

Member at Large
William Fromherz, PT, PhD

Education
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD

Programming
Christine Saudek, PT, MS

Bulletin Editor
James Gould, PT, MS

JOSPT Editor
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD

Research
Betty Sindelar, PT, MS

Specialization
John Wadsworth

Finance
Nancy White, PT, MS

Practice
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS

Public Relations
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS

Nominating
William Fromherz, PT, PhD

Bylaw
1988 Fall meeting in La Crosse, WI

President
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD

Vice President
Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD

Treasurer
Robert Burles, PT

Member at Large
William Fromherz, PT, PhD

Education
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD

Bulletin Editor
Christine Saudek, PT, MS

JOSPT Editor
James Gould, PT, MS

Research
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD

Specialization
Joseph McCulloch, PT, PhD

Finance
Robert Burles, PT

Practice
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS

Public Relations
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS

Nominating
David Apts, PT

Bylaw
William Fromherz, PT, PhD

1989 CSM in Honolulu, Hawaii

President
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD

Vice President
Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD

Treasurer
Robert Burles, PT

Member at Large
William Fromherz, PT, PhD

Education
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD

Bulletin Editor
Christine Saudek, PT, MS

JOSPT Editor
James Gould, PT, MS

Research
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD

Specialization
Joseph McCulloch, PT, PhD

Finance
Robert Burles, PT

Practice
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS

Public Relations
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD

Awards
Duane Williams, PT, MA

Nominating
David Apts, PT
1989 AC in Nashville, TN

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Member at Large
Education
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Practice Affairs
Public Relations
Awards
Nominating

Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD
Robert Burles, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD
Joseph McCulloch, PT, PhD
Robert Burles, PT
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
David Apts, PT

1989 Fall meeting

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Member at Large
Education
Bulletin Editor
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Practice Affairs
Public Relations
Awards
Nominating

Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD
Robert Burles, PT
William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Christine Saudek, PT, MS
James Gould, PT, MS
Joseph Threlkeld, PT, PhD, PhD
Joseph McCulloch, PT, PhD
Robert Burles, PT
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
Duane Williams, PT, MA
David Apts, PT
1990 CSM in New Orleans, LA

President Jan Richardson, PT, PhD
Vice President Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD
Treasurer Robert Burles, PT
Member at Large William Fromherz, PT, PhD
Education Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Bulletin Editor Christine Saudek, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor James Gould, PT, MS
Research Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization Joseph McCulloch, PT, PhD
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Practice Affairs Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Public Relations Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
Awards Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Nominating Anne Campbell, PT
Administrative Assistant Terri (Pericak) DeFlorian

1990 AC in Anaheim, CA

President Jan Richardson, PT, PhD, OCS
Vice President Duane Williams, PT, MA, PhD
Treasurer Robert Burles, PT
Member at Large Vacant
Education Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Bulletin Editor Vacant
JOSPT Editor Vacant
Research Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization Joseph McCulloch, PT, PhD
Finance Robert Burles, PT
Practice Affairs Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Public Relations Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
Awards Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Nominating Scott Hasson, PT, EdD
1990 Fall meeting in Pittsburgh, PA

President
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD, OCS
Vice President
Duane Williams, PT, MA, MA
Treasurer
John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Member at Large
Rick Reuss, PT
Education
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Publications
John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Research
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization
Rick Ritter, PT, MA
Finance
Robert Burles, PT
Practice Affairs
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
Public Relations
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
Awards
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS
Nominating
Scott Hasson, PT, EdD

1991 CSM in Orlando, FL

President
Jan Richardson, PT, PhD, OCS
Vice President
Duane Williams, PT, MA, MA
Treasurer
John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Member at Large
Rick Reuss, PT
Education
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Publications
John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Research
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Specialization
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Finance
Rick Ritter, PT, MA
Practice Affairs
Robert Burles, PT
Public Relations
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
HSC Editor
Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC
Awards
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
Nominating
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MS
Scott Hasson, PT, EdD, FACSM
1991 AC in Boston, MA

Jan Richardson, PT, PhD, OCS  
Duane Williams, PT, MA, MA  
John Wadsworth, PT, MA  
Rick Reuss, PT  
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD  
John Medeiros, PT, PhD  
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA  
Dan Riddle, PT, MS  
Rick Ritter, PT, MA  
Robert Burles, PT  
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS  
Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC  
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS  
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MS  
Helen Price-Greve, MS, PT

1991 Fall meeting in Pittsburgh, PA

Jan Richardson, PT, PhD, OCS  
Duane Williams, PT, MA  
John Wadsworth, PT, MA  
Stanley Paris, PT, PhD  
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD  
John Medeiros, PT, PhD  
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA  
Dan Riddle, PT, MS  
Rick Ritter, PT, MA  
John Wadsworth, PT, MA  
Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS  
Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC  
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS  
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MS  
Helen Price-Greve, MS, PT
President: Jan Richardson, PT, PhD, OCS
Vice President: Duane Williams, PT, MA
Treasurer: John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Member at Large: Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Education: Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Publications: John Medeiros, PT, PhD
JOSPT Editor: Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research: Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization: Rick Ritter, PT, MA
Finance: John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Practice Affairs: Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
HSC Editor: Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC
Public Relations: Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
Awards: Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MS
Nominating: William Boissonnault, PT, MS

1992 CSM in San Francisco, CA

1992 AC in Denver, CO

President: Jan Richardson, PT, PhD, OCS
Vice President: Duane Williams, PT, MA
Treasurer: John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Member at Large: Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Education: Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Publications: John Medeiros, PT, PhD
JOSPT Editor: Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research: Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization: Rick Ritter, PT, MA
Finance: John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Practice Affairs: Garvice Nicholson, PT, MS
HSC Editor: Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC
Public Relations: Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
Awards: Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MS
Nominating: William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Industrial SIG: Dennis Isernhagen, PT
1992 Fall meeting in La Crosse, WI

President Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Vice President John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Treasurer John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Member at Large Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Education Nancy White, PT, MS
Publications Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization Rick Ritter, PT, MA
Finance Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice Affairs Vacant
HSC Editor Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC
Public Relations Karen Piegorsch, PT, OCS
Awards Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA
Nominating William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Industrial SIG Dennis Isernhagen, PT

1993 CSM in San Antonio, TX

President Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Vice President John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Treasurer John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Member at Large Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Education Nancy White, PT, MS
Publications Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization Rick Ritter, PT, MA
Finance Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice Affairs Vacant
HSC Editor Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC
Public Relations Karen Piegorsch, PT, OCS
Awards Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA
Nominating William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Industrial SIG Dennis Isernhagen, PT
President: Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Vice President: John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Treasurer: John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Member at Large: Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Education: Nancy White, PT, MS
Co Educ Chair: Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications: Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS
JOSPT Editor: Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research: Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization: Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Finance: John Wadsworth, PT, MA
Practice: Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
HSC Editor: Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC
Public Relations: Karen Piegorsch, PT, OCS
Awards: Vacant
Nominating: William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Occupational Health SIG: Dennis Isernhagen, PT

1993 Fall Meeting in San Diego, CA

President: Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Vice President: John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Treasurer: Dorothy Santi, PT
Member at Large: Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Education: Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications: Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor: Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research: Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization: Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Finance: Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice: Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
HSC Editor: Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC
Public Relations: Karen Piegorsch, PT, OCS
Awards: Vacant
Nominating: Gary Smith, PT, EdD, OCS
Occupational Health SIG: Dennis Isernhagen, PT
President Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Vice President John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Treasurer Dorothy Santi, PT
Member at Large Stanley Paris, PT, PhD
Education Nancy White, PT, MS
Co Educ Chair Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Finance Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
HSC Editor Kent Timm, PT, OCS, SCS, ATC
Public Relations Karen Piegorsch, PT, OCS
Awards John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Nominating William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Occupational Health SIG Dennis Isernhagen, PT

1994 CSM in New Orleans, LA

1994 AC in Toronto, Canada
1994 Fall meeting in Scottsdale, AZ

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Director
Education
Co Educ Chair
Publications
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Practice
HSC Editor
Public Relations
Awards
Nominating
Occupational Health SIG

Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Dorothy Santi, PT
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS
Nancy White, PT, MS
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Dorothy Santi, PT
Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
Paul Beattie, PT, PhD, OCS
Karen Piegorsch, PT, OCS
John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Michael Wooden, PT, MS, OCS
Dennis Isernhagen, PT

1995 CSM in Reno, NV

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Director
Education
Co Educ Chair
Publications
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Practice
HSC Editor
Public Relations
Awards
Nominating
Occupational Health SIG
Foot and Ankle SIG

Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Dorothy Santi, PT
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS
Nancy White, PT, MS
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Dorothy Santi, PT
Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
Paul Beattie, PT, PhD, OCS
Karen Piegorsch, PT, OCS
John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Michael Wooden, PT, MS, OCS
Dennis Isernhagen, PT
Thomas McPoil, PT, PhD, PhD
1995 AC in Washington, DC

President
Annette Iglarsh, PT, PhD
Vice President
John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Treasurer
Dorothy Santi, PT
Director
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Director
Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS
Education
Nancy White, PT, MS
Co Educ Chair
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization
Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Finance
Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice
Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
HSC Editor
Paul Beattie, PT, PhD, OCS
Public Relations
Karen Piegorsch, PT, OCS
Awards
John Medeiros, PT, PhD
Nominating
Michael Wooden, PT, MS, OCS
Occupational Health SIG
Dennis Isernhagen, PT
Foot and Ankle SIG
Thomas McPoil, PT, PhD, PhD

1995 Fall meeting in Amelia Island, FL

President
William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President
Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer
Dorothy Santi, PT
Director
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Director
Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS
Education
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization
Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Finance
Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice
Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
HSC Editor
Paul Beattie, PT, PhD, OCS
Public Relations
Mari Bosworth, PT
Awards
Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating
Carol Jo Tichenor, PT, MA
Occupational Health SIG
Dennis Isernhagen, PT
Foot and Ankle SIG
Thomas McPoil, PT, PhD, PhD
1996 CSM in Atlanta, GA

President
William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President
Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer
Dorothy Santi, PT
Director
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Director
Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS
Education
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization
Col. Mary Ann Sweeney, PT, MS, OCS
Finance
Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice
Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
HSC Editor
Paul Beattie, PT, PhD, OCS
Public Relations
Mari Bosworth, PT
Awards
Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating
Carol Jo Tichenor, PT, MA
Occupational Health SIG
Dennis Isernhagen, PT
Foot and Ankle SIG
Thomas McPoil, PT, PhD, PhD
Pain SIG
Gaetano Scotese, PT
Performing Arts SIG
Brent Anderson, PT

1996 AC in Minneapolis, MN

President
William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President
Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer
Dorothy Santi, PT
Director
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Director
Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS
Education
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization
William O’Grady, PT, MA, OCS
Finance
Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice
Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT
HSC Editor
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
Public Relations
Mari Bosworth, PT
Awards
Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating
Carol Jo Tichenor, PT, MA
Occupational Health SIG
Dennis Isernhagen, PT
Foot and Ankle SIG
Thomas McPoil, PT, PhD, PhD
Pain SIG
Gaetano Scotese, PT
Performing Arts SIG
Brent Anderson, PT
1996 Fall meeting in La Crosse, WI

President 
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Director 
Director 
Education 
Publications 
JOSPT Editor 
Research 
Specialization 
Finance 
Practice 
HSC Editor 
Public Relations 
Awards 
Nominating 
Occupational Health SIG 
Foot and Ankle SIG 
Pain SIG 
Performing Arts SIG

William Boissonnault, PT, MS 
Nancy White, PT, MS 
Dorothy Santi, PT 
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS 
Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS 
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS 
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD 
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA 
Dan Riddle, PT, MS 
William O’Grady, PT, MA, OCS 
Dorothy Santi, PT 
Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT 
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, OCS, CHT 
Mari Bosworth, PT 
Nancy White, PT, MS 
Manuel Domenech, PT 
Dennis Isernhagen, PT 
Thomas McPoil, PT, PhD, PhD 
Tom Watson, PT 
Brent Anderson, PT

1997 CSM in Dallas, TX

President 
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Director 
Director 
Education 
Publications 
JOSPT Editor 
Research 
Specialization 
Finance 
Practice 
HSC Editor 
Public Relations 
Awards 
Nominating 
Occupational Health SIG 
Foot and Ankle SIG 
Pain SIG 
Performing Arts SIG

William Boissonnault, PT, MS 
Nancy White, PT, MS 
Dorothy Santi, PT 
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS 
Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS 
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS 
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD 
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA 
Dan Riddle, PT, MS 
William O’Grady, PT, MA, OCS 
Dorothy Santi, PT 
Scott Stephens, PT, MS, FFSBPT 
Mari Bosworth, PT 
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, OCS, CHT 
Nancy White, PT, MS 
Manuel Domenech, PT 
Dennis Isernhagen, PT 
Thomas McPoil, PT, PhD, PhD 
Tom Watson, PT 
Brent Anderson, PT
1997 AC in San Diego, CA

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Education
Publications
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Practice Co-Chair
Practice Co-Chair
Public Relations
HSC Editor
Awards
Nominating
Occupational Health SIG
Foot & Ankle SIG
Pain SIG
Performing Arts SIG

President
William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Nancy White, PT, MS
Dorothy Santi, PT
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
William O’Grady, PT, MA, OCS
Dorothy Santi, PT
Steve McDavitt, PT
Helene Fearon, PT
Mari Bosworth, PT
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Nancy White, PT, MS
Catherine Patla, PT, MS, OCS
Ed Barnard, PT
Stephen Baitch, PT
Tom Watson, PT
Brent Anderson, PT

1997 Fall meeting in Chicago, IL

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Education
Publications
JOSPT Editor
Research
Specialization
Finance
Practice Co-Chair
Practice Co-Chair
Public Relations
HSC Editor
Awards
Nominating
Occupational Health SIG
Foot & Ankle SIG
Pain SIG
Performing Arts SIG

President
William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Nancy White, PT, MS
Dorothy Santi, PT
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Dan Riddle, PT, MS
William O’Grady, PT, MA, OCS
Dorothy Santi, PT
Steve McDavitt, PT
Helene Fearon, PT
Mari Bosworth, PT
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Nancy White, PT, MS
Catherine Patla, PT, MS, OCS
Ed Barnard, PT
Stephen Baitch, PT
Tom Watson, PT
Brent Anderson, PT
1998 CSM in Boston, MA

President: William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President: Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer: Dorothy Santi, PT
Director: Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Director: Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Education: Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications: Jonathan Cooperman, PT, MS, JD
JOSPT Editor: Gary Smith, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Research: Dan Riddle, PT, MS
Specialization: William O’Grady, PT, MA, OCS
Finance: Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice Co-Chair: Steve McDavitt, PT
Practice Co-Chair: Helene Fearon, PT
Public Relations: Mari Bosworth, PT
HSC Editor: Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Awards: Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating: Catherine Patla, PT, MS, OCS
Occupational Health SIG: Mark Anderson, PT
Foot & Ankle SIG: Stephen Baitch, PT
Pain SIG: Tom Watson, PT
Performing Arts SIG: Brent Anderson, PT

1998 AC in Orlando, FL

President: William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President: Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer: Stephen Baitch, PT
Director: Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Director: Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Education: Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Publications: Susan Appling, PT, MS, OCS
JOSPT Editor: Richard DiFabio, PT, PhD
Research: Philip McClure, PT, PhD
Specialization: Jean Bryan, PT, PhD, OCS
Finance: Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice Co-Chair: Steve McDavitt, PT
Practice Co-Chair: Helene Fearon, PT
Public Relations: Terry Randall, PT, MS, OCS, ATC
HSC Editor: Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Awards: Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating: Kim Duleavy, PT, MS, OCS
Occupational Health SIG: Mark Anderson, PT
Foot & Ankle SIG: Stephen Baitch, PT
Pain SIG: Tom Watson, PT
Performing Arts SIG: Brent Anderson, PT
Veterinary PT SIG: Lin McGonagle, PT, MS
1998 Fall meeting in La Crosse, WI

President
William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President
Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer
Dorothy Santi, PT
Director
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Director
Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Publications
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
JOSPT Editor
Susan Appling, PT, MS, OCS
Research
Richard DiFabio, PT, PhD
Specialization
Philip McClure, PT, PhD
Finance
Jean Bryan, PT, PhD, OCS
Practice Co-Chair
Dorothy Santi, PT
Practice Co-Chair
Steve McDavitt, PT
Public Relations
Terry Randall, PT, MS, OCS, ATC
HSC Editor
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Awards
Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating
Kim Duleavy, PT, MS, OCS
Occupational Health SIG
Mark Anderson, PT
Foot & Ankle SIG
Stephen Baitch, PT
Pain SIG
Tom Watson, PT
Performing Arts SIG
Brent Anderson, PT
Veterinary PT SIG
Lin McGonagle, PT, MS

1999 CSM in Seattle, WA

President
William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President
Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer
Dorothy Santi, PT
Director
Elaine Rosen, PT, MS, OCS
Director
Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Publications
Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
JOSPT Editor
Paul Howard, PT, PhD
Research
Susan Appling, PT, MS, OCS
Specialization
Richard DiFabio, PT, PhD
Finance
Philip McClure, PT, PhD
Practice Co-Chair
Jean Bryan, PT, PhD, OCS
Practice Co-Chair
Dorothy Santi, PT
Public Relations
Steve McDavitt, PT
HSC Editor
Terry Randall, PT, MS, OCS, ATC
Awards
Helene Fearon, PT
Nominating
Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Occupational Health SIG
Nancy White, PT, MS
Foot & Ankle SIG
Kim Duleavy, PT, MS, OCS
Pain SIG
Mark Anderson, PT
Performing Arts SIG
Stephen Baitch, PT
Veterinary PT SIG
Tom Watson, PT
Lin McGonagle, PT, MS
President William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer Ann Grove, PT
Director Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Director Gary Smith, PT, PhD
Education Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Co Educ Chair Paul Howard, PT, PhD
Publications Susan Appling, PT, MS, OCS
JOSPT Editor Richard DiFabio, PT, PhD
Research Philip McClure, PT, PhD
Specialization Jean Bryan, PT, PhD, OCS
Finance Ann Grove, PT
Practice Co-Chair Steve McDavitt, PT
Practice Co-Chair Helene Fearon, PT
Public Relations Terry Randall, PT, MS, OCS, ATC
HSC Editor Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Awards Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating Jean Bryan, PT, PhD, OCS
Occupational Health SIG Mark Anderson, PT
Foot & Ankle SIG Tom McPoil, PT, PhD
Pain SIG Tom Watson, PT
Performing Arts SIG Jennifer Gamboa, PT
Animal PT SIG Lin McGonagle, PT, MS

1999 AC in Washington DC

1999 Fall meeting in Alexandria, VA

President William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer Ann Grove, PT
Director Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Director Gary Smith, PT, PhD
Education Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Co Educ Chair Paul Howard, PT, PhD
Publications Susan Appling, PT, MS, OCS
JOSPT Editor Richard DiFabio, PT, PhD
Research Philip McClure, PT, PhD
Specialization Jean Bryan, PT, PhD, OCS
Finance Ann Grove, PT
Practice Co-Chair Steve McDavitt, PT
Practice Co-Chair Helene Fearon, PT
Public Relations Terry Randall, PT, MS, OCS, ATC
HSC Editor Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Awards Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating Mary Ann Wilmarth, PT, MS
Occupational Health SIG Mark Anderson, PT
Foot & Ankle SIG Tom McPoil, PT, PhD
Pain SIG Tom Watson, PT
Performing Arts SIG Jennifer Gamboa, PT
Animal PT SIG Lin McGonagle, PT, MS
President: William Boissonnault, PT, MS
Vice President: Nancy White, PT, MS
Treasurer: Ann Grove, PT
Director: Joe Farrell, PT, MS
Director: Gary Smith, PT, PhD
Membership: Michael Wooden, PT, MS
Education: Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS
Co Educ Chair: Paul Howard, PT, PhD
Publications: Susan Appling, PT, MS, OCS
JOSPT Editor: Richard DiFabio, PT, PhD
Research: Philip McClure, PT, PhD
Specialization: Jean Bryan, PT, PhD, OCS
Finance: Ann Grove, PT
Practice Co-Chair: Steve McDavitt, PT
Practice Co-Chair: Helene Fearon, PT
Public Relations: Terry Randall, PT, MS, OCS, ATC
HSC Editor: Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS
Awards: Nancy White, PT, MS
Nominating: Mary Ann Wilmarth, PT, MS
Occupational Health SIG: Mark Anderson, PT
Foot & Ankle SIG: Tom McPoil, PT, PhD
Pain SIG: Tom Watson, PT
Performing Arts SIG: Jennifer Gamboa, PT
Animal PT SIG: Lin McGonagle, PT, MS
**2000 AC Indianapolis, IN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>William Boissonnault, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Nancy White, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Ann Grove, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Joe Farrell, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Gary Smith, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>Michael Wooden, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Vice Chair</td>
<td>Paul Howard, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>Susan Appling, PT, MS, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSPT Editor</td>
<td>Richard DiFabio, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Philip McClure, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization</td>
<td>Jean Bryan, PT, PhD, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Ann Grove, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Co-Chair</td>
<td>Steve McDavitt, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Co-Chair</td>
<td>Helene Fearon, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Relations</td>
<td>Terry Randall, PT, MS, OCS, ATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC Editor</td>
<td>Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awards</td>
<td>Nancy White, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominating</td>
<td>Mary Ann Wilmarth, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Health SIG</td>
<td>Deborah Lechner, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot &amp; Ankle SIG</td>
<td>Tom McPoil, PT, PhD, ATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain SIG</td>
<td>Tom Watson, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performing Arts SIG</td>
<td>Jennifer Gamboa, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal PT SIG</td>
<td>Cheryl Riegger-Krugh, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Ann Grove, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Joe Farrell, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Gary Smith, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>Paul Howard, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Michael Wooden, PT, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC Editor</td>
<td>Carolyn Wadsworth, PT, MS, MA, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP Editor</td>
<td>Susan Appling, PT, MS, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Philip McClure, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopaedic Specialty Council</td>
<td>Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Chair</td>
<td>Steve McDavitt, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Relations</td>
<td>Terry Randall, PT, MS, OCS, ATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Ann Grove, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awards</td>
<td>Lola Rosenbaum, PT, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSPT Editor</td>
<td>Richard DiFabio, PT, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominations</td>
<td>Mary K. Millidonis, PT, MMSc, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Health SIG</td>
<td>Deborah Lechner, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot &amp; Ankle SIG</td>
<td>Steve Reischl, PT, DPT, OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performing Arts SIG</td>
<td>Jennifer Gamboa, MPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain SIG</td>
<td>Joe Kleinkort, PT, MA, PhD, CIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal PT SIG</td>
<td>Cheryl Riegger-Krugh, PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2003

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Membership
Education
HSC Editor
OP Editor
Research
Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Practice Chair
Public Relations
Finance
Awards
JOSPT Editor
Nominations
Occupational Health SIG
Foot & Ankle SIG
Performing Arts SIG
Pain SIG
Animal PT SIG

2004

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Membership
Education
HSC Editor
OP Editor
Research
Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Practice Chair
Public Relations
Finance
Awards
JOSPT Editor
Nominations
Occupational Health SIG
Foot & Ankle SIG
Performing Arts SIG
Pain SIG
Animal PT SIG
| Year | President                        | Vice President                  | Treasurer                      | Director                                             | Director                              | Membership                          | Education                        | HSC Editor                        | OP Editor                          | Research                            | Orthopaedic Specialty Council       | Practice Chair                     | Public Relations                  | Finance                           | Awards                             | JOSPT Editor                      | Nominations                        | Occupational Health SIG | Foot & Ankle SIG | Performing Arts SIG | Pain SIG | Animal PT SIG |
|------|----------------------------------|---------------------------------|--------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|-----------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|------------------|------------------|----------------|-----------------|
| 2005 | Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS     | Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC | Joe Godges, DPT, MA, OCS      | James Irrgang, PT, PhD, ATC                          | William H. O'Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM | Scott Adam Smith, MPT                 | Ellen Hamilton, PT, OCS            | Mary Ann Wilmarth, DPT, MS, OCS, MTC, CertMDT | Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS | G. Kelley Fitzgerald, PT, PhD, OCS | Robert Johnson, PT, MS, OCS        | Robert (Bob) H Rowe, PT, DPT, MHS, FAAOMPT | Richard Watson, PT | Joe Godges, DPT, MA, OCS | Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC | Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC | Leza Hatch, PT, MSPT, MA, OCS | Deborah Lechner, PT | Stephen G Paulseth, PT, MS, SCS | Susan Clinton, PT, MHS | Joe Kleinkort, PT, MA, PhD, CIE |
| 2006 | Michael Cibulka, PT, MS, OCS     | Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC | Joe Godges, DPT, MA, OCS      | James Irrgang, PT, PhD, ATC                          | William H. O'Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM | Scott Adam Smith, MPT                 | Ellen Hamilton, PT, OCS            | Mary Ann Wilmarth, DPT, MS, OCS, MTC, CertMDT | Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS | Lori Michener, PT, PhD, ATC, SCS | Rob Landel, PT, DPT, OCS           | Robert (Bob) H Rowe, PT, DMT, MHS, FAAOMPT | Richard Watson, PT | Joe Godges, DPT, MA, OCS | Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC | Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC | Pamela Duffy, PT, Med, OCS, RP | Margot M. Miller, PT | Stephen G Paulseth, PT, MS, SCS | Susan Clinton, PT, MHS | Joe Kleinkort, PT, MA, PhD, CIE |

Animal PT SIG
2007

President
James Irrgang, PT, PhD, ATC

Vice President
Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC

Treasurer
Joe Godges, DPT, MA, OCS

Director
Ellen Hamilton, PT, OCS

Director
William H. O'Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM

Membership
Scott Adam Smith, MPT

Education
Beth Jones, PT, DPT, MS, OCS

HSC Editor
Mary Ann Wilmarth, DPT, MS, OCS, MTC, CertMDT

OP Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

Research
Lori Michener, PT, PhD, ATC, SCS

Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Rob Landel, PT, DPT, OCS

Practice Chair
Robert (Bob) H Rowe, PT, DMT, MHS, FAAOMPT

Public Relations
Richard Watson, PT

Finance
Joe Godges, DPT, MA, OCS

Awards
Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC

JOSPT Editor
Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC

Nominations
Kyndy Boyle, PT, MS, OCS

Occupational Health SIG
Margot M. Miller, PT

Foot & Ankle SIG
Stephen G Paulseth, PT, MS, SCS

Performing Arts SIG
Susan Clinton, PT, MHS

Pain SIG
John Garzione, PT, DPT

Animal PT SIG
Amie Lamareaux Hesbach, PT
2008

President
James Irrgang, PT, PhD, ATC

Vice President
Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC

Treasurer
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS

Director
Ellen Hamilton, PT, OCS

Director
William H. O'Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM

Membership
James Spencer, PT

Education
Beth Jones, PT, DPT, MS, OCS

HSC Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

OP Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

Research
Lori Michener, PT, PhD, ATC, SCS

Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Pamela Kikillus, PT, DSc, OCS

Practice Chair
Robert (Bob) H Rowe, PT, DMT, MHS, FAAOMPT

Public Relations
Richard Watson, PT

Finance
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS

Awards
Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC

JOSPT Editor
Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC

Nominations
Paul Douglas Houward, PT, PhD, OCS

Occupational Health SIG
Margot M. Miller, PT

Foot & Ankle SIG
Stephen G Paulseth, PT, MS, SCS

Performing Arts SIG
Susan Clinton, PT, MHS

Pain SIG
John Garzione, PT, DPT

Animal PT SIG
Amie Lamareaux Hesbach, PT

Knee Education Group
Chris Powers

Manual Therapy EIG
David McCune, PT, OCS

PTA EIG
Kim Salyers, PTA

Primary Care EIG
Robert DuVall, PT, OCS, SCS
President James Irrgang, PT, PhD, ATC
Vice President Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC
Treasurer Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS
Director Korneila Kulig, PT, PhD
Director William H. O'Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM
Membership James Spencer, PT
Education Beth Jones, PT, DPT, MS, OCS
HSC Editor Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS
OP Editor Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS
Research Lori Michener, PT, PhD, ATC, SCS
Orthopaedic Specialty Council Pamela Kikillus, PT, DSc, OCS
Practice Chair Robert (Bob) H Rowe, PT, DMT, MHS, FAAOMPT
Public Relations Eric Robertson, PT, DPT
Awards Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS
Nominations G. Kelley Fitzgerald, PT, PhD, OCS
Occupational Health SIG William H. O’Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM
Foot & Ankle SIG Stephen G Paulseth, PT, MS, SCS
Performing Arts SIG Leigh A Roberts, DPT, OCS
Pain SIG John Garzione, PT, DPT
Animal PT SIG Amie Lamareaux Hesbach, PT
Knee Education Group Vacant
Imaging EIG Doug White, PT, DPT, OCS
Manual Therapy EIG David McCune, PT, OCS
PTA EIG Kim Salyers, PTA
Primary Care EIG Robert DuVall, PT, OCS, SCS
ICF Coordinator Joe Godges
Residency and Fellowship Education Coordinator Tara Jo Manal
APTA Board Liaison Aimee Klein, PT, DPT, MS, OCS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Membership
Education
HSC Editor
OP Editor
Research
Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Practice Chair
Public Relations
Finance
Awards
JOSPT Editor
Nominations
Occupational Health SIG
Foot & Ankle SIG
Performing Arts SIG
Pain SIG
Animal PT SIG
Knee Education Group
Imaging EIG
Manual Therapy EIG
PTA EIG
Primary Care EIG
ICF Coordinator
Residency and Fellowship Education Coordinator
APTA Board Liaison

James Irrgang, PT, PhD, ATC, FAPTA
Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS
Korneila Kulig, PT, PhD
William H. O'Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM
James Spencer, PT
Beth Jones, PT, DPT, MS, OCS
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS
Lori Michener, PT, PhD, ATC, SCS
Michael B. Miller, PT, OCS, FAAOMPT
Joseph Donnelly, PT, DHS, OCS
Eric Robertson, PT, DPT
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS
Thomas G. McPoil, JR, PT, PhD, ATC
Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC
Jennifer M. Gamboa, DPT, OCS, MTC
Margot Miller, PT
Clarke Brown, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC
Leigh A Roberts, DPT, OCS
John Garzione, PT, DPT
Amie Lamareaux Hesbach, PT
Lisa Hoglund, PT, PhD, OCS, CertMDT
Doug White, PT, DPT, OCS
TBD
Kim Salyers, PTA
Robert DuVall, PT, OCS, SCS
Joe Godges, PT, DPT, MA, OCS
Jason Tonley, PT, DPT, OCS
Aimee Klein, PT, DPT, MS, OCS
2011

President
James Irrgang, PT, PhD, ATC, FAPTA

Vice President
Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD

Treasurer
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS

Director
Korneila Kulig, PT, PhD

Director
William H. O'Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM

Membership
James Spencer, PT

Education
Beth Jones, PT, DPT, MS, OCS

HSC Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

OP Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

Research
Lori Michener, PT, PhD, ATC, SCS

Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Michael B. Miller, PT, OCS, FAAOMPT

Practice Chair
Joseph Donnelly, PT, DHS, OCS

Public Relations
Eric Robertson, PT, DPT

Finance
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS

Awards
Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD

JOSPT Editor
Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC

Nominations
Joshua Cleland, PT, PhD, OCS

Occupational Health SIG
Margot Miller, PT

Foot & Ankle SIG
Clarke Brown, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC

Performing Arts SIG
Julie O'Connell, PT

Pain SIG
John Garzione, PT, DPT

Animal PT SIG
Amie Lamareaux Hesbach, PT

Imaging SIG
Doug White, PT, DPT, OCS

Knee Education Group
Lisa Hoglund, PT, PhD, OCS, CertMDT

Manual Therapy EIG
Kathleen Geist, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT

PTA EIG
Kim Salyers, PTA

Primary Care EIG
Robert DuVall, PT, OCS, SCS

ICF Coordinator
Joe Godges, PT, DPT, MA, OCS

Residency and Fellowship Education Coordinator
Jason Tonley, PT, DPT, OCS

APTA Board Liaison
Aimee Klein, PT, DPT, MS, OCS
President          James Irrgang, PT, PhD, ATC, FAPTA
Vice President     Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD
Treasurer          Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS
Director           Thomas G. McPoil, Jr, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Director           William H. O'Grady, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, AAPM
Membership         James Spencer, PT
Education          Beth Jones, PT, DPT, MS, OCS
HSC Editor         Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS
OP Editor          Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS
Research           Lori Michener, PT, PhD, ATC, SCS
Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Practice Chair     Joseph Donnelly, PT, DHS, OCS
Public Relations   Eric Robertson, PT, DPT
Awards             Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS
JOSPT Editor       Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD
Nominations        Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC
Occupational Health SIG
Foot & Ankle SIG   Robert DuVall, PT, OCS, SCS
Performing Arts SIG
Pain SIG           Margot Miller, PT
Animal PT SIG      Clarke Brown, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC
Imaging SIG        Julie O'Connell, PT
Knee Education Group
Performing Arts SIG
Manual Therapy EIG
Pain SIG           John Garzone, PT, DPT
Animal PT SIG      Amie Lamareaux Hesbach, PT
Imaging SIG        Doug White, PT, DPT, OCS
Knee Education Group
Manual Therapy EIG
PTA EIG            Lisa Hoglund, PT, PhD, OCS, CertMDT
Primary Care EIG   Kathleen Geist, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT
ICF Coordinator    Kim Salyers, PTA
Residency and Fellowship Education Coordinator
APTA Board Liaison Michael Johnson, PT, PhD, OCS

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Membership
Education
HSC Editor
OP Editor
Research
Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Practice Chair
Public Relations
Finance
Awards
JOSPT Editor
Nominations
Occupational Health SIG
Foot & Ankle SIG
Performing Arts SIG
Pain SIG
Animal PT SIG
Imaging SIG
Knee Education Group
Manual Therapy EIG
PTA EIG
Primary Care EIG
ICF Based Guidelines Coordinator
ICF Based Guidelines Revision Coordinator
Residency and Fellowship Education Coordinator
APTA Board Liaison

2013

Stephen McDavitt, PT, DPT, MS, FAAOMPT
Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS
Thomas G. McPoil, Jr, PT, PhD, FAPTA
Pamela A. Duffy, PT, PhD, OCS, CPC, RP
Renata Salvatori, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
Teresa Vaughn, PT, DPT, COMT
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS
Duane "Scott" Davis, PT, MS, EdD, OCS
Tracy Brudvig, PT, DPT, PhD, OCS
Joseph Donnelly, PT, DHS, OCS
Eric Robertson, PT, DPT
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS
Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC
Bill Egan, PT, DPT, OCS
Irene Pettet, PT, MPA, OCS?
Clarke Brown, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC
Julie O'Connell, PT
John Garzione, PT, DPT
Kirk Peck, PT, PhD, CSCS, CCRT
Doug White, PT, DPT, OCS
Vacant
Kathleen Geist, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT
Vacant
Michael Johnson, PT, PhD, OCS
Joe Godges, PT, DPT, MA, OCS
Christine McDonough, PT, PhD
Jason Tonley, PT, DPT, OCS
Nicole Stout, PT, MPT, CLT-LANA
President
Stephen Mc Davitt, PT, DPT, MS, FAAOMPT
Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD

Vice President
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS

Treasurer
Thomas G. McPoil, Jr, PT, PhD, FAPTA

Director
Pamela A. Duffy, PT, PhD, OCS, CPC, RP

Membership
Renata Salvatori, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT

Education
Teresa Vaughn, PT, DPT, COMT

ISC Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

ISC Associate Editor
Gordon Riddle, PT, DPT, ATC, OCS, SCS

OP Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

OP Associate Editor
Christopher Garcia, PT, PhD, OCS, SCS

Research
Duane "Scott" Davis, PT, MS, EdD, OCS

Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Tracy Brudvig, PT, DPT, PhD, OCS

Practice Chair
Joseph Donnelly, PT, DHS, OCS

Public Relations
Eric Robertson, PT, DPT

Finance
Steven R. Clark, PT, MHS, OCS

Awards
Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD

JOSPT Editor
Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC

Nominations
Cathy Arnot, PT, DPT, FAAOMPT

Occupational Health SIG
Lorena Pettet Payne, PT, MPA, OCS

Foot & Ankle SIG
Clarke Brown, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC

Performing Arts SIG
Annette Karim, PT, DPT, OCS

Pain SIG
Dan Dailey, PT, PhD

Animal PT SIG
Kirk Peck, PT, PhD, CSCS, CCRT

Imaging SIG
Doug White, PT, DPT, OCS

Knee Education Group
Vacant

Manual Therapy EIG
Kathleen Geist, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT

PTA EIG
Vacant

Primary Care EIG
Michael Johnson, PT, PhD, OCS

ICF Based Guidelines Coordinator
Joe Godges, PT, DPT, MA, OCS

ICF Based Guidelines Revision Coordinator
Christine McDonough, PT, PhD

Residency and Fellowship Education Coordinator
Jason Tonley, PT, DPT, OCS

APTA Board Liaison
Nicole Stout, PT, MPT, CLT-LANA
President
Stephen Mc Davitt, PT, DPT, MS, FAAOMPT

Vice President
Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD

Treasurer
Kimberly Wellborn, PT, MBA

Director
Aimee Klein, PT, DPT, DSc, OCS

Director
Pamela A. Duffy, PT, PhD, OCS, CPC, RP

Membership
Renata Salvatori, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT

Education
Teresa Vaughn, PT, DPT, COMT

ISC Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

ISC Associate Editor
Gordon Riddle, PT, DPT, ATC, OCS, SCS

OP Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

OP Associate Editor
Christopher Carcia, PT, PhD, OCS, SCS

Research
Duane "Scott" Davis, PT, MS, EdD, OCS

Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Stephanie Greenspan, PT, DPT, NCS, OCS

Practice Chair
Kathy Cieslak, PT, DSc, OCS

Public Relations
Mark Shepherd, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT

Finance
Kimberly Wellborn, PT, MBA

Awards
Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD

JOSPT Editor
Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, ATC

Nominations
RobRoy Martin, PT, PhD

Occupational Health SIG
Lorena Pettet Payne, PT, MPA, OCS

Foot & Ankle SIG
Clarke Brown, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC

Performing Arts SIG
Annette Karim, PT, DPT, OCS

Pain SIG
Dana Dailey, PT, PhD

Animal PT SIG
Kirk Peck, PT, PhD, CSCS, CCRT

Imaging SIG
Doug White, PT, DPT, OCS

Manual Therapy EIG
Kathleen Geist, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT

PTA EIG
Jason Oliver, PTA

Primary Care EIG
Michael Johnson, PT, PhD, OCS

Residency EIG
Matthew Haberl, PT, DPT, ATC, FAAOMPT, OCS

ICF Based Guidelines Coordinator
Joe Godges, PT, DPT, MA, OCS

ICF Based Guidelines Revision Coordinator
Christine McDonough, PT, PhD

APTA Board Liaison
Nicole Stout, PT, MPT, CLT-LANA
President Stephen McDavitt, PT, DPT, MS, FAAOMPT
Vice President Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD
Treasurer Kimberly Wellborn, PT, MBA
Director Aimee Klein, PT, DPT, DSc, OCS
Director Duane "Scott" Davis, PT, MS, EdD, OCS
Membership Renata Salvatori, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
Education Nancy Bloom, PT, DPT, MSOT
ISC Editor Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS
ISC Associate Editor Gordon Riddle, PT, DPT, ATC, OCS, SCS
OP Editor Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS
Research Dan White, PT, ScD, MSc, NCS
Orthopaedic Specialty Council Derrick Sueki, PT, DPT, OCS
Practice Chair Kathy Cieslak, PT, DSc, OCS
Public Relations Mark Shepherd, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
Finance Kimberly Wellborn, PT, MBA
Awards Gerard Brennan, PT, PhD
JOSPT Editor J. Haxby Abott, DPT, PhD, FNZCP
Nominations James Spencer, PT, DPT, CSCS
Occupational Health SIG Lorena Pettet Payne, PT, MPA, OCS
Foot & Ankle SIG Chris Neville, PT, PhD
Performing Arts SIG Annette Karim, PT, DPT, OCS
Pain SIG Dana Dailey, PT, PhD
Animal PT SIG Kirk Peck, PT, PhD, CSCS, CCRT
Imaging SIG Charles Hazle, PT, PhD
Manual Therapy EIG Kathleen Geist, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT
PTA EIG Jason Oliver, PTA
Residency EIG Matthew Haberl, PT, DPT, ATC, FAAOMPT, OCS
ICF Based Guidelines Coordinator Joe Godges, PT, DPT, MA, OCS
ICF Based Guidelines Revision Coordinator Christine McDonough, PT, PhD
APTA Board Liaison Susan Appling, PT, DPT, PhD, OCS, MTC
President
Stephen McDavitt, PT, DPT, MS, FAAOMPT

Vice President
Lori Michener, PT, PhD, SCS, ATC, FAPTA

Treasurer
Kimberly Wellborn, PT, MBA

Director
Aimee Klein, PT, DPT, DSc, OCS

Director
Duane "Scott" Davis, PT, MS, EdD, OCS

Membership
Renata Salvatori, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT

Education
Nancy Bloom, PT, DPT, MSOT

ISc Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

ISc Associate Editor
Gordon Riddle, PT, DPT, ATC, OCS, SCS

OP Editor
Christopher Hughes, PT, PhD, OCS

OP Associate Editor
Rita Shapiro, PT, MA, DPT

Research
Dan White, PT, ScD, MSc, NCS

Orthopaedic Specialty Council
Derrick Sueki, PT, DPT, OCS

Practice Chair
Kathy Cieslak, PT, DSc, OCS

Public Relations
Mark Shepherd, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT

Finance
Kimberly Wellborn, PT, MBA

Awards
Lori Michener, PT, PhD, SCS, ATC, FAPTA

JOSPT Editor
J. Haxby Abott, DPT, PhD, FNZCP

Nominations
Judith Woehrle, PT, PhD, OCS

Occupational Health SIG
Lorena Pettet Payne, PT, MPA, OCS

Foot & Ankle SIG
Chris Neville, PT, PhD

Performing Arts SIG
Annette Karim, PT, DPT, OCS

Pain SIG
Carolyn McManus, MSPT, MA

Animal PT SIG
Kirk Peck, PT, PhD, CSCS, CCRT

Imaging SIG
Charles Hazle, PT, PhD

Residency/Fellowship SIG
Matthew Haberl, PT, DPT, ATC, FAAOMPT, OCS

Manual Therapy EIG
Kathleen Geist, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT

PTA EIG
Jason Oliver, PTA

ICF Based CPG Editor
Guy Simoneau, PT, PhD, FAPTA

ICF Based CPG Editor
Christine McDonough, PT, PhD

APTA Board Liaison
Susan Appling, PT, DPT, PhD, OCS, MTC